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Abstract

Functional encryption (FE) is an emerging paradigm for public-key cryptography that enables fine-grained access
control over encrypted data. In FE, each function (program) P is associated with a secret key skP . User holding
skP and a ciphertext ct encrypting a message msg, can learn P (msg) in clear, but nothing else about the message is
revealed. Unfortunately, all the existing constructions are either very restrictive in the supported classes of functions,
or rely on non-standard mathematical assumptions and satisfy weaker security notions such as indistinguishability-
based security, or far from satisfying practical efficiency for general function families.

In this work, we present a construction of functional encryption in a hardware assisted model of computation. We
prove the security of our construction under the simulation-based definition. We present an implementation of our
construction and show essential evaluation results, which demonstrate that our construction is very practical. In our
evaluation, key-generation, encryption and decryption take around 1, 22 and 140 milliseconds for linear regression
programs over 4 million sample points. Our construction is motivated by the recent advances in processors that enable
creation of encrypted memory containers.

1 Introduction
Functional encryption (FE) is a new vision for public-key encryption proposed by Boneh, Sahai and Waters [BSW12].
On the high level, FE provides fine-grained access control mechanism needed for emerging cloud and mobile
applications in today’s world. In FE, any program P can be assigned a “program specific” secret key skP . A user,
holding the secret key skP and a ciphertext ct = Enc(msg), can learn P (msg). Moreover, informally, the security of
functional encryption ensures that no other information about msg can be learned, except P (msg).

Functional encryption generalizes and subsumes many of the previously defined notions including (anonymous)
identity-based encryption (IBE) [Sha84, BF01, Coc01, BW06], fuzzy IBE [SW05], attribute-based encryption
(ABE) [GPSW06, LOS+10, GVW13], and predicate encryption [KSW08, LOS+10, GVW15]. Many of these
notions found extensive applications in protecting medical, financial and personal information in the cloud [APG+11,
LYZ+13, PPM+14]. For instance, using FE, a user may issue a secret key to an email server for a program that
performs spam detection. Using the secret key, the email server can learn whether or not encrypted emails contain
spam, but nothing else about the email is revealed to the server.

Unfortunately, strong security notions for functional encryption (known as simulation-based), very much desired
in the real world, are known to be impossible in the standard models for many natural classes of programs
[BSW12, AGVW13]. A lot of research effort went into understanding the impossibility results and searching for
new directions [CIJ+13, AAP15].

One direction to bypass these impossibility results is to look at a weaker indistinguishability-based notion for
FE. However, even this notion is very hard to realize. Currently, existing candidate constructions are built from multi-
linear maps and indistinguishability obfuscation [GGH13a, CLT13, GGH15, GGH+13b], which are new cryptographic
objects that rely on non-standard mathematical assumptions. Many of these are shown to be broken [CHL+15, HJ16,
CLLT15, MSZ16], and significant research effort is needed to understand how to build them securely. Finally, even the
existing candidates are very far from practical as they require astronomically large keys and ciphertexts [AHKM14].

Another direction to bypass FE simulation-based impossibility results is to introduce new assumptions in the
model. For instance, the work by Chung, Katz and Zhou [CKZ13] bypassed the impossibilities by introducing “small
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hardware tokens”. However, these hardware tokens are simply programmable “deterministic oracles” and not modeled
after any concrete real primitive.

Together, existing impossibility results and technical difficulties put functional encryption for general functions on
a melting iceberg and in search for a new land.

1.1 Our Contributions
In this work, we present a new construction of functional encryption for arbitrary programs that leverages new advances
in secure processor technologies. More explicitly, our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We describe an oracle assisted model of computation for functional encryption that enhances classical models
(and can be used to bypass existing impossibility results). In our model, the oracle is restricted to strict efficiency
requirements discussed below.

• We present a construction of functional encryption for arbitrary programs in the oracle assisted model of
computation. Our construction leverages a secure hardware component, modeled after existing encrypted
memory containers such as Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) enclaves. We prove the security of our
construction under the simulation-based security definition.

• We present an architecture, implementation and evaluation of our functional encryption scheme.

The hardware component used in our construction can be instantiated with existing processor technology (e.g.
Intel SGX [MAB+13], or AMD memory encryption [KPW16]) that enable creation of encrypted memory containers.

Our results set in motion a new direction for functional encryption, where it is possible to simultaneously satisfy
strong security definitions and very practical aspects desired from all cryptographic primitives. We now provide
a high level overview of our contributions. In the discussion later in this section we highlight additional practical
considerations, our assumptions, and future research directions.

Our Model of Computation We define an oracle assisted model of computation and show how to construct a
functional encryption scheme in this model. Informally, in this model, a decryptor is given access to an oracle O(·)
(defined below) and a secure hardware component HW. The oracle is restricted to strict efficiency requirements that
help prevent trivial and not very useful instantiations. Prior to our work, the works of Chung et al. [CKZ13] and
Naveed et al. [NAP+14] used similar albeit more powerful oracles to achieve simulation secure functional encryption
and “controlled” functional encryption, respectively. (Please refer to Section 1.3 for a comparison of our work with
their works. We also discuss in Section 1.2 why neither HW nor an efficientOmsk, is sufficient by itself for constructing
a simulation secure FE scheme).

We envision that the oracle O(·) is run by an authority or an independent enclave on the system of the decryptor
or a third party.1. Intuitively, in our construction, this oracle is used to verify/decrypt small tokens for the decryptor.
We enforce an efficiency requirement for the authority oracle, which states that it must run in time polynomial in the
security parameter, but independent of the input size, program size, and the program runtime.2

The secure hardware component HW satisfies the following semantics. It can load an arbitrary program P and
run P on any input x. It outputs the result y = P (x) along with a succinct proof that can be used to authenticate the
result of computation (with respect to some global public parameters). All intermediary results of the computations
are hidden from the outside world.

We built our prototype on a modern Intel CPU enabled with a Software Guard Extensions (SGX). On the high level,
these CPUs are equipped with instructions that can be used to create encrypted memory containers. One can create
an encrypted container on an arbitrary program P , and run it on arbitrary inputs. No adversary, even with physical

1For the latter cases, one can load its code, without the “secret”, inside the enclave. Then, use the attestation service to verify that the right code
has been loaded. Finally, transmit the secret to the enclave, via a secure channel. All this can be performed during the setup phase of the functional
encryption.

2Without this condition an FE construction would be trivial and not very meaningful. Given a ciphertext (encrypted under a standard public-key
encryption) and a secret key (corresponding to a digital signature), the authority can verify the key, decrypt the input, compute the program on the
input and return the result to the decryptor.
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access to the system, can see the internal computation state of these containers [MAB+13, AGJS13]. In particular, all
program code, data and state values are stored encrypted in computer’s memory. A hardware encryption/decryption
engine decrypts each instruction and required data and passes it to the CPU. After the CPU finishes executing the
instruction, the engine encrypts the results and places them back in the memory. Hence, the memory remains encrypted
at all times during the execution.

Construction Overview Zeroth attempt. From what we have described till now, a shrewd reader would have noticed
a very trivial construction: generate the FE master public and secret keys and then instantiate the secure hardware by
inscribing the master secret key inside it. Given the ciphertext, the secure hardware can use the master secret key to
decrypt the message, evaluate and output any function on the message. But, this fails for two main reasons. First of
all, the setup of secure hardware is done once and for all, independently of the FE setup. That is, we envision that a
manufacturer (e.g., Intel) ships computers equipped with the secure hardware. Since anyone should be able to run the
FE scheme, there is no method to simply “place” the master secret key inside the secure hardware (without giving it
to the manufacturer or leveraging additional crypto protocols, such as secure channels). However, the second reason,
is even more troublesome: this construction does not satisfy the simulation-based security notion. In Section 1.2, we
discuss why any realistically modelled secure hardware is not sufficient by itself to satisfy simulation-based FE notions.

First attempt. We now describe a simple reasonable starting point for our construction, which is unfortunately
insufficient again to satisfy the simulation-based security definition. Let (pkpke, skpke) denote a public/secret key pair
for a semantically secure public-key encryption scheme. Let (vksign, sksign) denote a verification/signing key pair for a
secure signature scheme. A secret key for a program P is simply a signature σP , generated using sksign. On an input
msg, the ciphertext ct is generated by encrypting msg with the public key pkpke. Now, consider a decryptor that has
oracle access to O(·) and a trusted hardware component HW. To describe how the decryptor works, we must first
define how these oracles are operating.

The authority oracle O on input pktmp (arbitrary public key), outputs cttmp ← Encpktmp
(skpke) (that is an

encryption of the PKE secret key under the input public key).
Also, consider the hardware component HW that does the following:

• On load, it generates a temporary public/secret key pair (pktmp, sktmp) and outputs pktmp. It stores sktmp in
the internal state (hidden from the outside world).

• On input (ct, cttmp, σP , vksign), it decrypts cttmp to get skpke ← Decsktmp
(cttmp). Next, it verifies the signature

σP . Finally, it decrypts ct to obtain msg← decskpke(ct), evaluates y = P (msg) and outputs the result y.

It is now clear how the decryptor works: it loads the secure hardware HW (technically, there is an implicitly
defined program Q which it must load into the secure hardware piece and then invoke it on various inputs) and obtains
pktmp. It calls the O oracle with pktmp to obtain cttmp ← O(pktmp). It can then learn the result of the computation
y = P (msg) by invoking HW(ct, cttmp, σP , vksign). Correctness of the functional encryption scheme follows.

On the high level, the construction also seems secure: the input is encrypted using a semantically secure encryption
scheme which can only be decrypted using skpke. Consecutively, skpke is only revealed in the internal state of the
hardware component HW, and is never seen by the decryptor in clear. Moreover, secret keys (σP ’s) cannot be
forged by the security of the signature scheme. Unfortunately, this intuition is misleading. First of all, there is an
obvious “man-in-the-middle” attack that the decryptor can perform by generating a temporary public/secret key pair
(pktmp, sktmp) by itself and performing the rest of the functionality of the HW oracle on its own. This means that it
can learn the message msg in clear. Moreover, using regular public-key encryption is not sufficient since its susceptible
to “malleability” attacks, meaning that adversary may also generate related ciphertexts msg′ and learn P (msg′).

Second Attempt. To solve the above problems we turn our attention to stronger properties of the secure hardware
and switch to using more powerful encryption schemes. First of all, every secure hardware HW is associated with
public parameters. On any input, along with the corresponding output, HW also produces a cryptographic proof
(signature) that can be used to verify the output of the computation with respect to the public parameters. We can now
solve the “man-in-the-middle” attack by enforcing the decryptor to pass the proof to the authority oracle. The proof
can be used to authenticate that the temporal public/secret key pair (pktmp, sktmp) was produced inside the secure
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hardware and its internal state is hidden from the decryptor. We also change all encryption schemes to be secure
against chosen-ciphertext attacks. This prevents any possible malleability by the decryptor.

Yet again, the above construction seems insufficient for the security proof. To explain the issue, we explain the
intuition behind the simulation proof. In the ideal experiment, we need to simulate the ciphertext and the behavior
of the oracles without knowing the input msg. Given P (msg), the authority oracle Omsk can send an encryption of
P (msg) along with skpke (under the public key pktmp). We can then define the hardware oracle to output P (msg),
instead of computing it. However, to argue indistinguishability of encpktmp

(skpke, 0)
3 and encpktmp

(skpke, P (msg)),
we need to remove the key sktmp from the internal state of the secure hardware. However, if we remove the secret key
sktmp from the internal state of the secure hardware, then it cannot decrypt cttmp and we lose the correctness property!
To solve this problem, we modify the construction to use a “dual-encryption” paradigm [NY90]. Using it, we create
two encryption tracks and a special “mode” which can be used to substitute encryptions and switch computation to
a second track that can then be used to satisfy correctness in the simulation experiment. This step also requires the
encryption scheme to be (weakly) “robust” [ABN10]. We refer the reader to Section 3.2 for the detailed security proof.

Implementation and Evaluation We implement our construction on a Dell Inspiron laptop with Intel i7 processor
supporting Software Guard Extensions (SGX) instruction set. Using Intel SGX CPUs, we created a secure container
on the decryptor’s node. The secure container is an encrypted memory region of 128 MB. Only the CPU can access
the code and the data residing inside this container, and external programs can communicate via an explicitly defined
API set. We implemented basic algorithms of FE and performed their benchmarking. Our implementation supports
issuing of secret keys for basic arithmetic programs (sum, multiplication, division, modulo), mean and simple linear
regression function.

Our results show that our construction is very practical for many real world applications. For our evaluations, we
took an input message of 27 MB (so that we do not have to swap chunks of data in and out of the enclave). Setup
and key-generation procedures essentially correspond to a few standard encryption/signing invocations, which takes
no more than a few milliseconds on a modern laptop. Encryption runtime is proportional to the overhead of a standard
encryption over raw data. In our experiments, we encrypted 27 MB messages in 22 milliseconds. Decryption for
arithmetic operations and linear regression took between 130 and 180 milliseconds.

1.2 Discussion
Need for secure hardware One could ask what is the best that we can achieve without the secure hardware when
the decryptor is just given access to the Omsk oracle. To our knowledge, the best possible “crypto-only” approach to
achieve our goal is to combine fully-homomorphic encryption and SNARKs/NIZKs, similar to the second construction
in the work of Chung, Katz and Zhou [CKZ13]. However, in their approach, the decryptor needs to transmit data of
size linear in size of the input message (ciphertext) to the oracle and the complexity of verification of SNARKs depends
on the instance length. Hence, the oracle does not run in time independent of the length of the input message, desired
by our model. If the input is large (database of medical records), this approach becomes infeasible. Moreover, the
computational overhead of FHE and SNARKs is currently very high for general functions to be used in practice.

Need for the Omsk oracle An orthogonal question to ask is what is the best that we can achieve with just the secure
hardware and without the Omsk oracle. Or can we even achieve simulation secure functional encryption with just
the secure hardware in the form that we have defined (and the model that we believe captures the new generation of
trusted computing designs such as SGX)? Informally, the following argument rules out the possibility of this. Only
secure hardware seems insufficient because one would need to pre-program (compress) arbitrary number of outputs
Pi(msg) into the secure hardware to achieve simulation security. Given that secure hardware has a fixed memory
bound (more formally, the secure hardware setup takes as input an aux string of some fixed size), it is impossible to
compress many Pi(msg) into this bound (|aux|) for some function families [BSW12, AGVW13]. Moreover, even if
one were to assume that the secure hardware does not have a fixed memory bound (and one can initiate it with an
arbitrary long aux string), in the security game, the adversary would need to declare all inputs and functions before

3We pad an encryption with 0s to match the length.
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the game begins so that the simulator can potentially pre-program Pi(msg)’s into aux. This results in a much weaker
“selective” security notion, undesired in practice.

Bypassing FE Impossibility Results A very similar argument also explains why we are able to bypass the
impossibility results of FE using Omsk. The core intuition for why existing simulation-based FE models are
impossible [BSW12, AGVW13, CIJ+13] comes down to a “compression argument”. Intuitively, it says that it is
impossible to compress large number of strings (x1, . . . , xn) into a few succinct strings (y1, . . . , yk) for k much
smaller than n. This becomes relevant in the simulation of functional encryption, because a simulator, given many
function outputs (P1(msg), . . . , Pn(msg)) adaptively, must be able to produce a few public parameters, secret keys
and a ciphertext that can be used to get all n output values. If n output values are pseudorandom (or have a lot of
entropy), then it is impossible to compress them into few strings of fixed sizes. In our model, however, the decryptor
is equipped with oracle access to the authority. The decryptor makes a single call to this oracle for each decryption
invocation. Hence, we can hide the results of the computations Pi(msg) in each oracle response, therefore without
needing to compress all of them into few strings. This is possible even with the strict efficiency constraints which the
oracle is subjected to.

Need for provable security Even with the use of basic crypto primitives as building blocks, in addition to a secure
hardware, proving the security of our construction is not straightforward. As history shows, there are many subtleties
that come up when composing multiple standard building blocks into complex protocols. For example, many TLS/SSL
protocols that seemed secure were later identified with problems. Only recently, formal treatment of these protocols
enabled their better understanding. Similarly, quantifying the security formally has become very important and relevant
for the cryptographic constructions that enable “computations over encrypted data”, especially in light of the recent
attacks on systems such as CryptDB [PRZB11, NKW15] and Mylar [PSV+14, GMN+16].

In our construction, we first need to resolve to the “dual-encryption” proof technique, as explained in the above
paragraphs. In addition, we face similar problems as those that arise in TLS security proofs: during the protocol
execution, some auxiliary information about the shared secret is leaked to the adversary from the handshake protocol.
We overcome these problems by a careful selection of the proof hybrid sequence.

Side-channel leakage Our construction assumes black box access to the secure hardware. One limitation of
Intel SGX, which we use to instantiate secure hardware, is that it leaks program access patterns at 4KB page
granularity [CD16, XCP15]. For us, it means that the programs we run inside the encrypted memory can possibly
be subjected to side-channel attacks based on the access pattern. Moreover, since programs may run in different
time depending on an input, timing side-channels may be introduced in practice. To prevent these attacks, oblivious
algorithms should be designed and implemented within the secure hardware for all the programs. Designing oblivious
algorithms that does not leak sensitive information from run-time, memory access pattern and other side-channel
information is an active research area [MLS+13, LHM+15, WNL+14, SZEA+16]. The overhead incurred to make
a program oblivious is negligible for some programs but it is also orders of magnitude higher for some programs.
Also the crypto libraries used inside SGX should also be oblivious. For instance, SGX leverages AES-NI instruction
set which is side-channel resistant. In general, one should note that Oblivious RAM does not provide a ready made
solution here and some work has to be done on top of it. This is because in ORAM we need a client controller
who stores some secret data and interacts with the server based on this secret. To leverage ORAM non-interactively,
we would need to place both the client and the server code inside secure hardware. While the server component is
oblivious, this is not necessarily the case for the client component. One would need to make the client code oblivious,
which we believe is an interesting follow-up research direction.

1.3 Other related works
As we mentioned, Chung, Katz and Zhou [CKZ13] proposed a way to bypass the impossibility results in functional
encryption by the use of “hardware tokens”. They model the hardware tokens as “simply deterministic oracles” (refer
Definition 5 of [CKZ13]). In contrast, our construction is based on real-world secure hardware with explicitly defined
security properties (as in [BPSW16]). It is not clear if one can replace their deterministic oracles with the secure
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hardware and carry through the proof. In particular, our secure hardware by itself does not have the “programmability”
property required to achieve simulation security, but the programmability of deterministic oracles is crucially used in
CKZ13. One might wonder how our Omsk oracle compares with their notion of hardware tokens.With an “oracle”
being necessary due to the impossibility results, we made the functionality of the Omsk oracle minimal. In our
construction,Omsk performs minimal crypto functionality: basic signing/encryption. (And it is an independent enclave
without access to msk which runs the user-specified programs on user-specified inputs). Hence, it is relatively easier
to implement the Omsk functionality secure against side-channels, when compared to the powerful hardware tokens.
Also from a theoretical perspective, Omsk runs in time independent of the runtime of program and the length of msg,
in contrast to the hardware tokens whose runtime depends on both the program and msg.

Naveed et al. [NAP+14] propose a related notion of FE called “controlled functional encryption”. The main
motivation of C-FE is to introduce an additional level of access control. The data source encrypts its data and uploads
the “policy” of the ciphertext ct to the authority. A client (playing the role of the decryptor) can make a “key-request” to
the authority for computing P over the decryption of a specific ciphertext ct. For every key-request for the ciphertext,
the authority checks the ciphertext’s policy to decide on answering the key-request. The similarity of C-FE with our
notion is that there is an “authority” mediating every decryption4. Also, our construction could be modified to achieve
controlled functional encryption (CFE) primitive, when the efficiency constraints are relaxed for the authority oracle
such that they run in time independent on the length of the input but dependent on the function description length. The
construction in [NAP+14] requires the authority to run in time proportional to the length of function description and
input.

Organization In Section 2, we discuss our functional encryption model, basic cryptographic preliminaries needed
for our construction (encryption, signatures), and secure hardware component. In Section 3, we describe our main
construction and prove its security. In Section 4, we describe our implementation and evaluation results. In Section 5,
we summarize our results and discuss future directions.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Functional Encryption
We define functional encryption in an oracle assisted model of computation. We discuss the efficiency requirements
of the oracle below.

Pre-processing In our model, we allow all the parties performing decryption to complete a pre-processing phase.
The pre-processing is executed by the trusted environment. Looking ahead, in our construction this is used to setup
the secure hardware. Pre-processing is executed before any FE algorithm, and hence does not depend on any of
its parameters. An output of the pre-processing phase includes public parameters which are implicitly given to all
subsequent algorithms.

A functional encryption scheme FE for a family of programs P and message space M consists of four p.p.t.
algorithms FE = (FE.Setup,FE.Keygen,FE.Enc,FE.Dec) defined as follows.

• FE.Setup(1λ): The setup algorithm takes as input the unary representation of the security parameter λ and
outputs the master public key mpk and the master secret key msk.

• FE.Keygen(msk, P ): The key generation algorithm takes as input the master secret key msk and a program
P ∈ P and outputs the secret key skP for P .

• FE.Enc(mpk,msg): The encryption algorithm takes as input the master public key mpk and an input message
msg ∈M and outputs a ciphertext ct.

4We will discuss the implications of this mediation for FE at the end of Section 2.1.
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• FE.DecOmsk(·)(skP , ct): The decryption algorithm takes as input a secret key skP and a ciphertext ct and outputs
P (msg) or ⊥. It has access to an oracle Omsk(·), which is subject to strict efficiency constraints defined below.

We envision that the oracleOmsk is executed by the trusted authority that executes FE.Setup, or a designated party
that is given the master secret key.

Oracle Efficiency

We require that the runtime of oracle Omsk(·) is at most poly(λ, `out), where `out is the bit-length of the maximum
program output size over all P ∈ P and inputs msg ∈ M. In particular, the runtime must be independent on the
input msg size and program P runtime and description length. It follows that the oracle may not receive input msg
and program P from the decryptor, compute P (msg) and return the return back to the decryptor.

Correctness

A functional encryption scheme FE is correct if for all P ∈ P and all msg ∈M, the probability for

Pr
[
FE.DecO(·)

(
FE.Keygen(msk, P ),FE.Enc(mpk,msg)

)
6= P (msg)

]
= negl(λ)

where (mpk,msk)← FE.Setup(1λ) and the probability is taken over the random coins of the probabilistic algorithms
FE.Setup,FE.Keygen,FE.Enc.

Security

Here, we define a strong simulation-based security of FE similar to [BSW12, GVW12, AGVW13]. In this security
model, a polynomial time adversary will try to distinguish between the real world and a “simulated” world. In the real
world, algorithms work as defined in the construction. In the simulated world, we will have to construct a polynomial
time simulator which has to do the experiment given only the program queries P made by the adversary and the
corresponding results P (msg). Formally, the security is defined as follows:

Definition 2.1 (Security-FE) Consider a stateful simulator S and a stateful adversary A. Let Umsg(·) denote a
universal oracle, such that Umsg(P ) = P (msg).

Both games begin with a pre-processing phase executed by the environment. In the ideal game, pre-processing is
simulated by S. Now, consider the following experiments.

ExprealFE(1
λ) :

1. (mpk,msk)← FE.Setup(1λ)

2. (msg)← AFE.Keygen(msk,·)(mpk)

3. ct← FE.Enc(mpk,msg)

4. α← AFE.Keygen(msk,·),Omsk(·)(mpk, ct)

5. Output (msg, α)

ExpidealFE (1λ) :

1. (mpk,msk)← FE.Setup(1λ)

2. (msg)← AS(msk,·)(mpk)

3. ct← SUmsg(·)(1λ, 1|msg|)

4. α← ASUmsg(·)(·)(mpk, ct)

5. Output (msg, α)

In the above experiment, oracle calls by A to both the key-generation and Omsk oracles are simulated by the
simulator SUmsg(·)(·). We call a simulator admissible if on each input P , it just queries its oracle Umsg(·) on P (and
hence learn just P (msg)).

The FE scheme is said to be simulation-secure against adaptive adversaries if there is an admissible stateful
probabilistic polynomial time simulator S such that for every probabilistic polynomial time adversaryA the following
distributions are computationally indistinguishable.

ExprealFE(1
λ)

c
≈ ExpidealFE (1λ)
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There are a lot of subtleties involved in the FE definition. We remark a few here and refer the interested readers to the
original papers for more details. In the above definition, the simulator is given access to msk. Most previous works
[BSW12, AGVW13] let S simulate the public parameters. Hence, running the FE.Setup honestly and providing the
msk to S, as in our definition, actually makes the definition stronger. Also, α may contain all the inputs to the oracles
and the corresponding outputs. Note that the above definition handles one message only. This can be extended to a
definition of security for many messages by allowing the adversary to output many messages and providing him the
ciphertext for all of them. Here, the simulator will have an oracle Umsgi(·) for every msgi.

5

2.2 Additional Basic Crypto Primitives
2.2.1 Secret key encryption

A secret key encryption scheme E supporting a message domain M consists of the following polynomial time
algorithms:

E.KeyGen(1λ) The key generation algorithm takes in a security parameter and outputs a key sk from the key spaceK.

E.Enc(sk,msg) The encryption algorithm takes in a key sk and a message msg ∈M and outputs the ciphertext ct.

E.Dec(sk, ct) The decryption algorithm takes in a key sk and a ciphertext ct and outputs the decryption msg.

The first two algorithms are probabilistic whereas the decryption algorithm is deterministic.

Correctness A secret key encryption scheme E is correct if for all λ and all msg ∈M,

Pr
[
E.Dec

(
sk,E.Enc(sk,msg)

)
6= msg

∣∣∣sk← E.KeyGen(1λ)
]
= negl(λ)

where the probability is taken over the random coins of the probabilistic algorithms E.KeyGen,E.Enc.

An encryption scheme provides data confidentiality. So, it should prevent an adversary from learning which
message is encrypted in a ciphertext. The security of E is formally defined by the following security game.

Definition 2.2 (IND-CPA security of a secret key encryption scheme). Security is depicted by the following game
between a challenger C and an adversary A.

1. The challenger run the E.KeyGen algorithm to obtain a key sk from the key space K.

2. The challenger also chooses a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}.

3. Whenever the adversary provides a pair of messages (msg0,msg1) of its choice, the challenger replies with
E.Enc(sk,msgb).

4. The adversary finally outputs its guess b′.

The advantage of adversary in the above game is

Advenc(A) := Pr[b′ = b]− 1

2

A secret key encryption scheme E is said to have indistinguishability security under chosen plaintext attack if there is
no polynomial time adversary A which can win the above game with probability non-negligible in λ.

5In our model, the decryptor may query the Omsk oracle during every run of decryption. Hence, the authority running the Omsk oracle can
track some metadata regarding the decryption of a ciphertext. We believe this leakage is minimal and acceptable for many real-world applications,
partially due to our efficiency constraints on the oracle.
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2.2.2 A signature scheme

A digital signature scheme S supporting a message domainM consists of the following polynomial time algorithms:

S.KeyGen(1λ The key generation algorithm takes in a security parameter and outputs the signing key sk and a
verification key vk.

S.Sign(sk,msg) The signing algorithm takes in a signing key sk and a message msg ∈ M and outputs the signature
σ. We assume that σ also explicitly contains the message msg that is signed.

S.Verify(vk, σ)) The verification algorithm takes in a verification key vk and a signature σ and outputs 0 or 1.

The first two algorithms are probabilistic whereas the verification algorithm is deterministic.

Correctness A signature scheme S is correct if for all msg ∈M,

Pr
[
S.Verify

(
vk,S.Sign(sk,msg)

)
= 0
∣∣∣(sk, vk)← S.KeyGen(1λ)

]
= negl(λ)

where the probability is taken over the random coins of the probabilistic algorithms S.KeyGen,S.Sign.

Signatures provide authenticity. So, an adversary without the signing key should not be able to generate a valid
signature. The security of S is formally defined by the following security game.

Definition 2.3 (EUF-CMA). Consider the following game between a challenger C and an adversary A.

1. The challenger runs the S.KeyGen algorithm to obtain the key pair (sk, vk), and provides the verification key vk
to the adversary.

2. Initialize query = {}.

3. Now, whenever the adversary provides a query with a message msg, the challenger replies with S.Sign(sk,msg).
Also, query = query ∪msg.

4. Finally, the adversary outputs a forged signature σ∗ corresponding to a message msg∗.

The advantage of A in the above security game is

Advsign(A) := Pr [S.Verify(vk, σ∗) = 1|msg∗ /∈ query]

A signature scheme S is said to be existentially unforgeable under chosen message attack if there is no polynomial
time adversary which can win the above game with probability non-negligible in λ.

2.2.3 Public key encryption

A public key encryption (PKE) is a generalization of secret key encryption where anyone with the public key of
the receiver can encrypt messages to the receiver. A PKE scheme supporting a message domain M consists of the
following algorithms:

PKE.KeyGen(1λ) The key generation algorithm takes in a security parameter and outputs a key pair (pk, sk).

PKE.Enc(pk,msg) The encryption algorithm takes in a public key pk and a message msg ∈ M, outputs a ciphertext
ct which is an encryption of msg under pk.

PKE.Dec(sk, ct) The decryption algorithm takes in a secret key sk and a ciphertext ct and outputs the decryption msg
or ⊥.

The first two algorithms are probabilistic whereas the decryption algorithm is deterministic.
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Correctness A PKE scheme PKE is correct if for all λ and msg ∈M,

Pr
[
PKE.Dec

(
sk,PKE.Enc(pk,msg)

)
6= msg

∣∣∣(pk, sk)← PKE.KeyGen(1λ)
]
= negl(λ)

where the probability is taken over the random coins of the probabilistic algorithms KeyGen,Enc.

A PKE scheme provides confidentiality to the encrypted message. The security of PKE is formally defined by the
following security game.

Definition 2.4 (IND-CCA2 security of a public key encryption scheme). Consider the following game between a
challenger C and an adversary A.

1. C runs the PKE.KeyGen algorithm to obtain a key pair (pk, sk) and gives pk to the adversary.

2. A provides adaptively chosen ct and get back PKE.Dec(sk, ct).

3. A provides msg0,msg1 to C.

4. C then runs PKE.Enc(pk) to obtain ct∗ = PKE.Enc(pk,msgb) for b $← {0, 1}. C provides ct∗ to A.

5. A continues to provide adaptively chosen ct and get back PKE.Dec(sk, ct), with a restriction that ct 6= ct∗.

6. A outputs its guess b′.

The advantage of the adversary A in the above game is

Advpke(A) := Pr[b′ = b]− 1

2

A PKE scheme PKE is said to have indistinguishability security under adaptively chosen ciphertext attack if there is
no polynomial time adversary A which can win the above game with probability non-negligible in λ.

We also require the PKE scheme to be “weakly robust” [ABN10]. Informally, a ciphertext when decrypted with
an “incorrect” secret key should output ⊥ when all the algorithms are honestly run.

Definition 2.5 ((Weak) robustness property of PKE). A PKE scheme PKE has the (weak) robustness property if for
all λ and msg ∈M,

Pr
[
PKE.Dec

(
sk′,PKE.Enc(pk,msg)

)
6=⊥
]
= negl(λ)

where (pk, sk) and (pk′, sk′) are generated by running PKE.KeyGen(1λ) twice, and the probability is taken over the
random coins of the probabilistic algorithms PKE.KeyGen,PKE.Enc.

One heuristic way of providing this property to a PKE scheme is by padding the message with 0λ before encrypting
it, and checking the suffix for 0λ during decryption. We refer the readers to [ABN10] for a formal treatment of this
property.

2.3 Collision resistant hash functions
A set of functions H = {Hi} is a collision resistant hash function family with each Hi : {0, 1}poly(λ) → {0, 1}λ (for
all poly(λ) > λ), if for all λ, for every x in the domain of H , the value of

Pr
[
H(x) = H(y)|H ← H.Gen(1λ), (x, y)← A(H)

]
is negl(λ) for any polynomial time adversary A, where the probability is taken over the random coins of Gen. In
particular, we will use a function family which consists of functions with domain {0, 1}|ctenc|, where ctenc is a ciphertext
of a secret key encryption scheme which also depends on the length of the message encrypted.
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2.4 Secure Hardware
In our model, we assume parties running decryption have access to the secure hardware defined below. Our definition
for secure hardware follows the model defined by Barbosa, Portela, Scerri, and Warinschi [BPSW16]. They use this
model to construct basic cryptographic components such as secure channels and outsourced computation6.

A secure hardware scheme HW for a class of programs Q consists of the following polynomial time algorithms.

• HW.Setup(1λ, aux): The HW.Setup algorithm takes in the security parameter and an auxiliary initialization
parameter aux. It outputs public parameters params along with a secret key skHW and an initialization state
init.st.

• HW.Loadinit.st(params, Q): The HW.Load algorithm loads a program into a secure container. HW.Load takes
as input a possibly non-deterministic program Q ∈ Q and some global parameters params. It first creates a
secure container and loads Q into it with an initial state init.st. It outputs a handle hdlQ.

• HW.Run&AttestskHW
(hdlQ, in): This is the program execution algorithm which takes in a handle hdlQ,

corresponding to a container running the program Q, and an input in. Given access to the secret key skHW,
it outputs a tuple φ :=

(
tagQ, in, out, π

)
, where out = Q(in), π is a proof that can be used to verify the output

of the computation, tagQ is a program tag that can be used to identify the program running inside the secure
container7.

• HW.Verify(params, φ): This is the attestation verification algorithm. HW.Verify takes as input params and
φ =

(
tagQ, in, out, π

)
. It outputs 1 if π is a valid proof that Q(in) = out when the program Q is run inside a

secure container. It outputs 0 otherwise.

All the algorithms except HW.Verify are probabilistic. Note that in the above definition, only HW.Run&Attest has
access to the secret key skHW. Not even the programs running inside the secure containers have access to skHW. Also,
note that we have omitted the nonce in the definition of HW.Run&Attest so that the definition is general enough to
work for arbitrary attestation protocols/verifiers.

Correctness A HW scheme is correct if the following things hold: For all Q ∈ Q and all in in the input domain of
Q,

• Correctness of Run: out = Q(in) if Q is deterministic. More generally, ∃ random coins r (sampled in run time
and used by Q) such that out = Q(in).

• Correctness of Attest and Verify:

Pr
[
HW.Verify

(
params, φ

)
= 0
]
= negl(λ)

where (params, skHW, init.st) ← HW.Setup(1λ, aux) with any aux, hdlQ ← HW.Loadinit.st(params, Q) and φ ←
HW.Run&AttestskHW

(hdlQ, in) for φ =
(
tagQ, in, out, π

)
. The probability is taken over the random coins of the

probabilistic algorithms HW.Setup,HW.Load and HW.Run&Attest.

Security The security of the hardware, denoted by attestation unforgeability (AttUnf), is defined similarly to
the unforgeability security of a signature scheme. Informally, it says that no adversary can produce a tuple
φ =

(
tagQ, in, out, π

)
that verifies correctly and out = Q(in), when the inputs (hdlQ, in) were queried never by

it. The security of HW is formally defined by the following security game.

Definition 2.6 (AttUnf-HW). Consider the following game between a challenger C and an adversary A.

6Barbosa et al. defined a slightly weaker syntax for secure hardware (based on Intel SGX). From it, they built a more powerful remote attestation
functionality which we use in our definition. We believe our definition resembles functionality/syntax provided by Intel SGX and Intel remote
attestation service, combined.

7One may think of tagQ as a cryptographic hash of the program code Q.
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1. A provides an aux.

2. C runs the HW.Setup(1λ, aux) algorithm to obtain the public parameters params, secret key skHW and an
initialization string init.st. It gives params to A, and keeps skHW and init.st secret in the secure hardware.

3. C initializes a list query = {}.

4. A can run HW.Load on any input (params, Q) of its choice and get back hdlQ.

5. Also, A can run HW.Run&Attest on input (hdlQ, in) of its choice and get φ :=
(
tagQ, in, out, π

)
. For every

run, C adds the tuple (tagQ, in, out) to the list query.

6. Finally, the adversary outputs φ∗ = (tag∗Q, in
∗, out∗, π∗).

We say the adversary wins the above experiment if:

1. HW.Verify(params, φ∗) = 1,

2. (tag∗Q, in
∗, out∗) /∈ query

The HW scheme is secure if no adversary can win the above game with non-negligible probability.

Note that the scheme is secure even if A can produce a π∗ different from the query outputs, but it cannot be a proof
for a different program or input or output. This definition resembles an existential unforgeability like notions.

We also point out some other important properties of the secure hardware that we impose in our model.

• Any user only has black box access to these algorithms and hence hidden from the internal secret key skHW,
initial state init.st or intermediary states of the programs running inside secure containers.

• The output of the HW.Run&Attest algorithm is succinct: it does not include the full program description, for
instance.

• We also require the params and the handles hdlQ to be independent of aux. In particular, for all aux, aux′,

(params, skHW, init.st)← HW.Setup(1λ, aux)

(params′, sk′HW, init.st
′)← HW.Setup(1λ, aux′)

and for hdlQ ← HW.Loadinit.st(params, Q) and hdl′Q ← HW.Loadinit.st′(params′, Q), the tuples (params, hdlQ)

and (params′, hdl′Q) are identically distributed.

A few aspects of our FE model Now that we have described the required preliminaries, we would like to discuss
and reiterate a few aspects of our model. Our model has three pieces that differ from the classical FE crypto models
defined. First, we equip decryptor nodes with a secure hardware component. Given that all newer Intel processors are
equipped with such a component (SGX), we anticipate that this assumption will be real in the next few years. AMD
and other research and industry teams are also working on enabling secure hardware (encrypted memory) containers
in all future processors. Second, we allow a pre-processing phase for all the decryptor nodes. This phase is used to
setup public parameters for each secure component, which can be used to authenticate inputs/outputs from programs
running within it. Intel, for instance, already provides a Intel Attestation Service, that is used to distribute these public
parameters and during verification/attestation [JSR+16]. Finally, we allow the decryptor to communicate with the
authority oracle during decryption. Communication is restricted to short messages and also the authority oracle cannot
compute the function on behalf of the decryptor. This communication is cheap in the real world and, as mentioned
earlier, leveraged by us to bypass impossibility results.
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3 FE from Secure Hardware
In this section we will provide our construction for functional encryption FE which supports a message domainM
and a class of programs P producing outputs of some fixed length `out (programs with smaller outputs can always
be padded). We also require that each program’s runtime is a function of the length of the input i.e. for all inputs of
a particular length a program takes the same time to produce an output. Our FE scheme makes use of the following
primitives:

1. an IND-CPA secure secret key encryption scheme E = (E.KeyGen,E.Enc,E.Dec) with message domainM,

2. an EUF-CMA secure signature scheme S = (S.KeyGen,S.Sign,S.Verify),

3. a collision resistant hash function family H,

4. an IND-CCA2 secure and weakly robust public key encryption scheme PKE = (PKE.KeyGen,PKE.Enc,PKE.Dec)8,

5. an AttUnf secure hardware scheme HW = (HW.Setup, HW.Load, HW.Run&Attest,HW.Verify).

First we will explain the pre-processing phase.
Pre-processing: A decryptor node, sets up its secure hardware components by running:

1. Run HW.Setup(1λ,⊥) to get params, a secret key skHW and the initialization state init.st.

2. Parameters skHW and init.st remain secretly stored inside the secure hardware, but params is made public.

We are now ready to define the main FE algorithms. params is implicitly given as input to all the FE algorithms.9

FE.Setup(1λ): The setup algorithm takes in the security parameter and does the following:

1. Sample a pair of PKE public/secret keys.

(pkpke, skpke)← PKE.KeyGen(1λ)

2. Sample a pair of signing/verification keys.

(vksign, sksign)← S.KeyGen(1λ)

3. Sample a hash function H ← H.Gen(1λ).

4. Output the master public key mpk := (pkpke, vksign, H) and the master secret key msk := (skpke, sksign).

FE.Enc(mpk,msg): The encryption algorithm takes as input the master public key mpk and a message msg ∈ M,
and does the following:

1. Sample an ephemeral key ek← E.KeyGen(1λ) for encrypting the message.

2. Encrypt the message using the ephemeral key.

ctm ← E.Enc(ek,msg)

3. Encrypt the ephemeral key and the hash of the ciphertext ctm.

ctk ← PKE.Enc
(
pkpke, [ek, H(ctm)]

)
4. Output ct := (ctk, ctm).

8Technically, two different PKE schemes each having one of the two properties would suffice for our construction (i.e., an IND-CCA2 secure
scheme and another IND-CPA secure scheme with the weak robustness property).

9Note that when multiple users will need run decryption, then each one of them needs to make its params public. The setup of the secure
hardware may also come at any time during the execution of FE algorithms. We define it explicitly in the pre-processing phase for clarity.
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FE.Keygen(msk, P ): The key generation algorithm takes in the master secret key msk and a program P and does the
following:

1. Generate a random tag τP
$← {0, 1}λ.

2. Obtain a signature σP of the program P along with its tag.

σP ← S.Sign(sksign, [P, τP ])

3. Output skP := (σP , P, τP ).

FE.DecOmsk(·)(skP , ct): The decryption algorithm takes as input a secret key skP = (σP , P, τP ) and a ciphertext
ct = (ctk, ctm). It has access to oracle Omsk(·), and secure hardware component HW. It proceeds as follows.

1. Create a secure container for the program ProgDec by running HW.Loadinit.st(params,ProgDec). A
succinct handle hdl is obtained after its successful execution. Informally from correctness perspective,
ProgDec performs two main tasks. First it generates ephemeral public keys (pktmp) and sends them along
with ctk to theOmsk oracle. When theOmsk oracle returns the encryption of ek under the ephemeral public
keys, ProgDec also takes in ctm and P and outputs P (msg). A formal description of ProgDec is provided
after FE.Dec.

2. Start the decryption by invoking ProgDec through

φ← HW.Run&AttestskHW(hdl, [τP , ctk])

where
φ =

(
H(ProgDec), [τP , ctk], [pk

1
tmp, pk

2
tmp, ID], π

)
Here, π is a proof that ProgDec is run inside the secure hardware and on input [τP , ctk] has produced the
output [pk1tmp, pk

2
tmp, ID].

3. Transform ctk into an encryption of ek under the pktmp’s by using the Omsk oracle.10

(ψ, σψ)← Omsk(φ)

4. Complete the decryption process by invoking ProgDec again through

φ′ ← HW.Run&Attest (hdl, [skP , ctm, ψ, σψ])

where
φ′ = (H(ProgDec), [skP , ctm, ψ, σψ], [result], π

′)

5. Output result.

We will now formally define the program ProgDec which is loaded inside the secure container. Note that the
ProgDec program description is not dependent on any of the FE parameters.

ProgDec: ProgDec is a stateful algorithm and is initialized with the initial state state , init.st. ProgDec has two possible
entry points.11

• Initializing decryption: On input (τP , ctk),

10Note that φ is succinct and does not include program description or the ciphertext ct. Hence, the interaction withOmsk oracle is minimal.
11In our presentation, we give the non-oblivious version of ProgDec for simplicity. Every step (or collection of steps) run by ProgDec can be

made oblivious to memory access pattern and timing leaks. The important thing that an authority (FE.Keygen algorithm) should ensure is that it
should issue secret keys only for the oblivious versions of the programs for which secret key is requested.
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1. If pk1tmp =⊥ in state, generate an ephemeral PKE public/secret key pair.

(pk1tmp, sk
1
tmp)← PKE.KeyGen(1λ)

Else, set sk1tmp =⊥.

2. If pk2tmp =⊥ in state, generate another pair.

(pk2tmp, sk
2
tmp)← PKE.KeyGen(1λ)

Else, set sk2tmp =⊥.

3. Output (pk1tmp, pk
2
tmp, ID), where ID

$← {0, 1}λ identifies this run of ProgDec.

4. The state state that is passed onto the second step is (sk1tmp, sk
2
tmp, ID).

• Completing decryption: On input (skP , ctm, ψ, σψ) for ψ = (ID, H(ctm), ct1tmp, ct
2
tmp),

1. Retrieve state = (sk1tmp, sk
2
tmp, ID).

2. Verify the secret key signature skP by running S.Verify(vksign, σP , [P, τP ]). If the verification fails output
⊥, else proceed.

3. Verify the signature from Omsk: S.Verify(vksign, σψ, ψ). If the verification fails output ⊥, else proceed.

4. Compare the ID in state and ψ. If they do not match output ⊥, else proceed.

5. Check the validity of ctm by first computing H(ctm) with ctm from the input and then comparing it with
the H(ctm) in ψ. If they do not match output ⊥, else proceed.

6. Decrypt ct1tmp.
[ek, val,mode]/⊥← PKE.Dec(sk1tmp, ct

1
tmp)

7. If ⊥, decrypt ct2tmp.
[ek, val,mode]/⊥← PKE.Dec(sk2tmp, ct

2
tmp)

If ⊥ output ⊥, else proceed.

8. Now use the ek obtained to decrypt ctm.

msg← E.Dec(ek, ctm)

9. Compute the function evaluation P (msg).

10. If mode = 0, output P (msg), else output val.

Now we will describe the Omsk oracle.
Omsk oracle: The Omsk oracle is run by the authority primarily to help the decryption algorithm by providing the
ephemeral key ek. It takes as input

φ =
(
H(ProgDec), [τP , ctk], [pk

1
tmp, pk

2
tmp, ID], π

)
and works as follows:

1. Verify the attestation π by running HW.Verify(φ). If the output is 0 output ⊥, else proceed.

2. Decrypt ctk using the skpke from msk.

[ek, H(ctm)]← PKE.Dec(skpke, ctk)

3. Encrypt [ek, val,mode] under pk1tmp for val = 0`out and mode = 0.

ct1tmp ← PKE.Enc(pk1tmp, [ek, 0
`out , 0])
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4. Encrypt [ek, 0`out , 0] under pk2tmp.

ct2tmp ← PKE.Enc(pk2tmp, [ek, 0
`out , 0])

5. Obtain a signature on ψ = (ID, H(ctm), ct1tmp, ct
2
tmp).

σψ ← S.Sign(sksign, ψ)

6. Output σψ .

3.1 Correctness
We will informally argue the correctness of our scheme for an honest decryptor. On input (skP , ct) to FE.Dec, where
ct← FE.Enc(mpk,msg) and skP ← FE.Keygen(msk, P ),

1. The correctness of HW will ensure that the correct ctk is passed to the Omsk oracle.

2. Then, the correctness of PKE will ensure that Omsk on decryption gets the correct ek which is returned back
encrypted under pk1tmp (and pk2tmp).

3. Again, the correctness of HW and PKE will ensure that the second run of ProgDec will get back ek on decrypting
ct1tmp. This can be used to get the msg due to the correctness of E, and from msg, P (msg) can be calculated.

Also note that theOmsk oracle satisfies the efficiency requirements. Each component of its input φ has length poly(λ).
Also, every step of Omsk runs in time polynomial in the length of its inputs, other than the two PKE.Enc steps whose
running time additionally depends on `out. Hence, the total running time of Omsk does not depend on the length of P
or in, or the running time of P .

3.2 Security
Theorem 3.1 If E is an IND-CPA secure secret key encryption scheme, S is an EUF-CMA secure signature scheme,
PKE is an IND-CCA2 secure, weakly robust public key encryption scheme and HW is an AttUNF secure hardware
scheme, then FE is a secure functional encryption scheme according to Definition 2.1.

Proof. We will construct a simulator S for the FE security game in Definition 2.1. S is given the length |msg∗| and an
oracle access to Umsg∗(·) (such that Umsg∗(P ) = P (msg∗)) after the adversary provides its challenge message msg∗.
S has to simulate a ciphertext corresponding to the challenge message msg∗ along with the pre-processing phase,
KeyGen algorithm and the Omsk oracle. It does them as follows:

Pre-processing phase: S simulates the pre-processing phase similar to the real world except that it inputs a pk
sampled using PKE.KeyGen in aux which will be set as pk1tmp in init.st.

1. Run HW.Setup(1λ, [pk,⊥]) to get params, a secret key skHW and the initialization state init.st, where pk is
provided by environment. Here, init.st has pk1tmp = pk and pk2tmp =⊥.

2. Parameters skHW and init.st remain secretly stored inside the secure hardware, and params is made public.

FE.Enc∗(mpk): This algorithm is used by S to simulate the challenge ciphertext for the challenge message msg∗

provided by the adversary A. Enc∗ maintains a list K and does the following:

1. Obtain ek by running E.KeyGen(1λ).

2. Obtain the ciphertext ct∗m by encrypting a string of zeros of length |msg∗|.

ct∗m ← E.Enc(ek, 0|msg∗|)
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3. Encrypt a string of zeros again along with H(ct∗m).

ct∗k ← PKE.Enc
(
pkpke, [0

|ek|, H(ct∗m)]
)

4. Output ct∗ := (ct∗k, ct
∗
m).

In addition, S stores (ct∗k, H(ct∗m)) in the list K.

FE.Keygen∗(msk, P ): S has access to the master secret key msk. So the simulated KeyGen∗ is run the same way as
the real one as follows:

1. Generate a random tag τP
$← {0, 1}λ.

2. Obtain a signature of the program P along with its tag.

σP ← S.Sign(sksign, [P, τP ])

3. Output skP := (σP , P, τP ).

In addition, S queries Umsg∗(P ) to get P (msg∗) and store the tuple (τP , P (msg∗)) in a list R. For the queries
made before A provides msg∗, S stores the programs along with their tags and later fill their entries in R after
A provides msg∗.

O∗msk(φ): S simulates the O∗msk oracle using its oracle access to Umsg∗(·). Remember that Umsg∗(P ) = P (msg∗). On
an input

φ =
(
H(ProgDec), [τP , ctk], [pk

1
tmp, pk

2
tmp, ID], π

)
S runs the following steps:

1. Run the HW.Verify oracle on π. If its output is 0 output ⊥, else proceed.

2. If ctk ∈ K (which, as explained later, with very high probability captures the case that decryption is being
run on an encryption of msg∗):

(a) SearchR for τP to obtain P (msg∗) and let val = P (msg∗).
(b) Encrypt a string of zeros of length |ek| with mode = 1 under pk1tmp.

ct1tmp ← PKE.Enc(pk1tmp, [0
|ek|, val, 1])

(c) Encrypt the same string under pk2tmp.

ct2tmp ← PKE.Enc(pk2tmp, [0
|ek|, val, 1])

Else, the decryption is being run on an encryption of some msg 6= msg∗. Here, do as in the real world:

(a) Decrypt ctk using the skpke.

[ek, H(ctm)]← PKE.Dec(skpke, ctk)

(b) Encrypt [ek, 0`out , 0] under pk1tmp.

ct1tmp ← PKE.Enc(pk1tmp, [ek, 0
`out , 0])

(c) Encrypt [ek, 0`out , 0] under pk2tmp.

ct2tmp ← PKE.Enc(pk2tmp, [ek, 0
`out , 0])
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3. Obtain a signature on ψ = (ID, H(ctm), ct1tmp, ct
2
tmp).

σψ ← S.Sign(sksign, ψ)

4. Output σψ .

Now, for this polynomial time simulator S described above, we have to show that for experiments in Definition 2.1,

(msg, α)real
c
≈ (msg, α)ideal (1)

We prove this by showing that the view of the adversaryA in the real world is computationally indistinguishable from
the view in the ideal world. It can be easily checked that the algorithms KeyGen∗,Enc∗ and oracle O∗msk simulated
by S correspond to the ideal world specifications of Definition 2.1. The most important thing to notice is that no
information about msg∗ is used by S other than those provided by the Umsg∗(·) oracle. We will prove through a series
of hybrids that A cannot distinguish between the real and the ideal world algorithms and oracles. In this paper, we
have removed some details which can be easily worked out. A more detailed proof is available in the full version.

Hybrid 0 ExprealFE(1
λ) is run.

Hybrid 1 As in Hybrid 0, except that FE.Keygen∗ run by S is used to generate secret keys instead of FE.Keygen.
And Enc stores (ct∗k, H(ct∗m)) used in the challenge ciphertext for msg∗ in the list K.

Here, FE.Keygen∗ and FE.Keygen are identical. And storing in lists does not affect the view of A. Hence,
Hybrid 1 is identical to Hybrid 0.

Hybrid 2 As in Hybrid 1, except that during the pre-processing phase S sets pk2tmp to a value provided by the
environment.

The following claims will be useful in proving the indistinguishability of these two hybrids and in the rest of the
proof.

Claim 3.1.1 Any σψ input to the second run of ProgDec, for which S.Verify does not output 0, is a valid signature on
ψ = (ID, H(ctm), ct1tmp, ct

2
tmp) generated by Omsk.

• We will use the EUF-CMA security of the signature scheme S to prove this claim.

• If A violates this claim, we will construct an adversary A∗ which uses A to break the EUF-CMA security. A∗
gets vk∗ from its EUF-CMA challenger and it makes S set vksign = vk∗ in mpk. When S needs to sign [P, τP ]
in FE.Keygen∗ or ψ in Omsk, A∗ uses the signing oracle provided by its challenger to get the signature. S can
simulate the other components of the FE game since they do not require any information about sksign. Now, if
A produces a forged σψ A∗ forwards it to its EUF-CMA challenger as its forgery.

• This claim ensures any ψ input to the second part of ProgDec algorithm originates from the Omsk oracle.

Claim 3.1.2 Any φ input to the Omsk oracle

φ =
(
H(ProgDec), [τP , ctk], [pk

1
tmp, pk

2
tmp, ID], π

)
for which HW.Verify does not output 0 has the program hashH(ProgDec), inputs [τP , ctk] and outputs [pk1tmp, pk

2
tmp, ID]

as output by an instance of the HW.Run&Attest oracle for ProgDec.

• We will use the AttUNF security of HW to prove this claim.
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• If A has forged a π to attest a non-queried(
H(ProgDec), [τP , ctk], [pk

1
tmp, pk

2
tmp, ID]

)
which the HW.Verify oracle approves, we will construct an adversary A∗ for AttUNF security game. First,
when S has to run the pre-processing phase with aux, A∗ provides the aux to its AttUNF challenger and gets
sk∗HW and init.st∗ set in the hardware for A. Now A can run the other algorithms of HW with the challenge
parameters and when A forges a π A∗ can look it up from the transcript α and forward it to its challenger.

• This claim ensures that any valid query to Omsk originates from running the ProgDec algorithm.

Due to Claim 3.1.1 and Claim 3.1.2, A cannot modify any communication between ProgDec and Omsk. Here, the first
part of ProgDec generates an ID and sends it to theOmsk oracle as a part of φ, and the oracle sends it back to the second
part of ProgDec as a part of ψ. Hence, A cannot invoke ProgDec (without aborting during verification) with an output
of Omsk intended for a different instance of ProgDec.

Now, let us complete the proof of indistinguishability between Hybrid 1 and Hybrid 2. In Hybrid 1, ProgDec

has access to the “correct” sk2tmp but in Hybrid 2 sk2tmp =⊥. Hence, the hybrids differ only in the decryption of
ct2tmp, which will be run by the second part of ProgDec only when PKE.Dec(sk1tmp, ct

1
tmp) outputs ⊥. But, according

to Claim 3.1.1 and Claim 3.1.2, A cannot modify the pk1tmp in φ and the ct1tmp in ψ. Hence, ProgDec will have the
correct sk1tmp corresponding to pk1tmp to decrypt ct1tmp, and hence ct2tmp will not be used in both the hybrids. Thus,
Hybrid 1 and Hybrid 2 are indistinguishable.

Hybrid 3 As in Hybrid 2, except that Omsk oracle encrypts [0|ek|, P (msg∗), 1] to generate ct2tmp instead of the
[ek, 0`out , 0] if the ctk in φ is ct∗k ∈ K. Here, P (msg∗) is obtained from the listR.

The indistinguishability between the hybrids depend on the IND-CPA security of PKE. The hybrids differ only in
the messages encrypted in ct2tmp, which will be used by the second part of ProgDec only when PKE.Dec(sk1tmp, ct

1
tmp)

outputs ⊥. But, by the same argument as above we can show that ct2tmp will not be used in both the hybrids.
Now, we will show that if A distinguishes between Hybrid 2 and Hybrid 3, we can construct an adversary A∗

for the IND-CPA security game. A∗ first gets a public key pk∗ from its challenger CPKE. During the pre-processing
stage, S sets aux = [⊥, pk∗]. Then, A∗ provides two messages [ek, 0`out , 0] and [0|ek|, P (msg∗), 1] to CPKE where ek
is got by decrypting ctk. A∗ gets back the challenge ciphertext ct∗. S sets ct2tmp = ct∗. S can simulate the other
elements of the FE security game without knowing whether ct∗ encrypts the first message or the second. If ct∗ is
an encryption of [ek, 0`out , 0], then the view of A is identical to the view in Hybrid 2 and if ct∗ is an encryption of
[0|ek|, P (msg∗), 1], then the view ofA is identical the view in Hybrid 3. Thus, ifA distinguishes between Hybrid 2
and Hybrid 3, A∗ breaks the IND-CPA security of PKE.

Hybrid 4 As in Hybrid 3, except that during the pre-processing phase S sets pk2tmp back to ⊥ and pk1tmp to a
value provided by environment.

Due to these changes, the second part of ProgDec will output ⊥ when ct1tmp is decrypted, by the weak robustness
property of PKE and the authenticity of the communication between ProgDec and Omsk (Claims 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). It
will start decrypting ct2tmp and it will use the correct sk2tmp to do it. But, when ctk ∈ K (corresponding to the challenge
msg∗) ct2tmp will be an encryption of [0|ek|, P (msg∗), 1], else ct2tmp will be an encryption of [ek, 0`out , 0]. Hence, when
ctk /∈ K the second part of ProgDec will follow similar procedures to produce the output in both the hybrids (though
Hybrid 3 will use ct1tmp and Hybrid 4 will use ct2tmp). But when ctk ∈ K, it will have different modes to work with.
In Hybrid 4, ProgDec will just output P (msg∗) got from ct2tmp since mode = 1. But in Hybrid 3, ProgDec will do
as in the real world: find ek from ct1tmp and then use it to get msg and then find P (msg). Due to the authenticity of the
communication between ProgDec andOmsk, the only possibility forA to make ProgDec output a P (msg) different from
P (msg∗) is by finding an H(ctm) corresponding to some message msg 6= msg∗ s.t. such that H(ctm) = H(ct∗m).
But if A can do this, we can construct an A∗ which uses A to break the collision resistance property ofH.
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Hybrid 5 As in Hybrid 4, except that Omsk oracle encrypts [0|ek|, P (msg∗), 1] to generate ct1tmp instead of
[ek, 0`out , 0] if the ctk in φ is ct∗k ∈ K.

The indistinguishability between these two hybrids can be proven similar to the proof of indistinguishability
between Hybrid 2 and Hybrid 3. During the pre-processing stage, S sets pk1tmp = pk∗ and then later during
the simulation of O∗msk S sets ct1tmp = ct∗.

Hybrid 6 As in Hybrid 5, except that FE.Enc encrypts [0|ek|, H(ct∗m)] to get ct∗k instead of [ek, H(ct∗m)] while
encrypting the challenge message msg∗. Also, when ct∗k is queried to the Omsk oracle, H(ct∗m) is obtained from the
list K. This hybrid can be seen as using the O∗msk oracle.

We will use the IND-CCA2 security of PKE to prove the indistinguishability between these two hybrids. If A
distinguishes between them, we will construct an adversary A∗ for the IND-CCA2 security game. A∗ first gets pk∗

from its challenger and S sets pkpke = pk∗ in mpk. A∗ provides [ek, H(ct∗m)] and [0|ek|, H(ct∗m)] to its challenger as
its two challenge messages, where ek is the ephemeral key used to encrypt msg∗. And it gets back ct∗ which is an
encryption of either of these two. S will set ct∗k = ct∗ in FE.Enc. WheneverA queries theOmsk oracle with a ctk /∈ K
(and hence ctk 6= ct∗), the decryption oracle provided by the IND-CCA2 challenger is used to get [ek, H(ctm)] for
S. Clearly, if ct∗ is an encryption of [ek, H(ct∗m)] the view of A is as in Hybrid 5 and if ct∗ is an encryption of
[0|ek|, H(ct∗m)] the view of A is an in Hybrid 6. Hence, if A distinguishes between these two hybrids, A∗ breaks the
IND-CCA2 security of PKE.

Hybrid 7 As in Hybrid 6, except that FE.Enc encrypts 0|msg∗| to get ct∗m instead of msg∗ while encrypting the
challenge message msg∗. This hybrid can be seen as using the FE.Enc∗ algorithm to encrypt msg∗.

We will use the IND-CPA security of E here. If A distinguishes between these two hybrids, we will construct an
adversary A∗ for the IND-CPA security game. A∗ provides msg∗ and 0|msg∗| to its challenger as its two challenge
messages and gets back ct∗ which is an encryption of either of these two. S sets ctm = ct∗ in the challenge ciphertext.
The other components in the FE security game do not depend on the key used in encrypting ct∗ anymore and hence S
can simulate them. Thus, if ct∗ is an encryption of msg∗, the view of A is an in Hybrid 6 and if ct∗ is an encryption
of 0|msg∗|, the view of A is as in Hybrid 7. Hence, if A distinguishes between these two hybrids, A∗ breaks the
IND-CPA security of E.

4 Implementation and Evaluation
As we mentioned, the motivation for this hardware assisted model and our work is the recent progress in the Intel
processor support for SGX which enables the use of “protected” areas of execution. We perform all our experiments
on a Dell Inspiron 13 laptop with an Intel i7 processor and 8 GB RAM. The laptop has Intel Software Guard Extensions
(SGX) instruction set. A total of 128 MB is allotted by Intel for creating and running secure containers a.k.a.
encrypted enclaves in the main memory. All our experiments are run in the debug mode, hence no remote attestation
and verification are performed. Production mode, where which remote attestation is possible, requires commercial
licenses [Int] which we did not purchase.

We implemented all FE algorithms. Decryption algorithm was loaded inside the encrypted enclave. In SGX
terminology, HW.Load involves running the instructions ECREATE, EADD, EEXTEND and EINIT [MAB+13].
HW.Run&Attest involves first executing the instructions EENTER/ERESUME and EEXIT/AEX and then executing
EREPORT to create the attestation. And, HW.Verify is done by contacting the Intel Attestation service [JSR+16].
In the actual SGX implementation skHW does not contain the “signing key”. The hardware talks to an external key
repository proving its knowledge of skHW to get the signing key.

We run our experiments on 27 MB data files. We designed FE to support issuing of secret keys for basic arithmetic
operations (addition, multiplication, division, modulo), mean and simple linear regression programs. We implement
a simplified form of our FE scheme in which we define these functions in the decryption program itself, rather than
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taking the function (and the corresponding secret key) as input to the main decryption algorithm and then executing it.
We run our experiment over three different randomly generated data sets: one structured (in linear regression terms),
one with values between 0 and 100 and one with randomly generated unsigned int values. But our implementation
runs the same way for any dataset (with individual data points represented as floats).

We use AES-GCM-128 for our secret key encryption. The crypto library provided for SGX enclaves12 does
not include a public key encryption or a key encapsulation mechanism scheme. However, the library does have
an implementation for Elliptic curve parameters generation algorithms to be used for key exchange and ECDSA
signatures. We build public key encryption on top of these basic operations.

The FE.Setup and FE.Keygen algorithms take about 1 millisecond. We used the EVP interface to OpenSSL to
AES-GCM-128 encrypt our dataset outside the enclave. This encryption of a 27 MB data takes around 22 ms. Now,
we compare the running time of our FE decryption algorithm with that of a simple implementation of equivalent
programs over plaintext data. We first do for simple arithmetic operations: ai � bi where � = {+, ∗, /} over (about
4 million) pairs of numbers. We then do simple linear regression, which involves finding the “best-fit” (α, β) such
that bi = α+ βai, over datasets of the same size. We also do the operations, modulus (ai mod p using a fixed p) and
mean, over the entire dataset. We exclude the file I/O time in our analysis. We also exclude network delay and the
time taken for the one time enclave creation process (around 550 ms) which become relevant only when using FE. Our
results are presented in Table 1. This shows that the overhead involved with our scheme is very low. Actually, most of
this overhead is in the “context-switch” during the enclave function call. This process took 70 ms for mean and linear
regression functions and 50 ms for the others13.

Plaintext computation FE Decryption

Add 15 99
Multiply 15 99
Divide 15 98

Modulus 30 100
Mean 30 133

Lin Reg 52 140

Table 1: Running time in milliseconds first for computations over plaintext data, and then for FE decryptions over FE
encrypted data.

Scaling For larger datasets, the program running inside the enclave has to process the data in chunks. Hence, for
memory intensive programs (eg. data mining algorithms), Intel’s current 128 MB restriction in Windows will have an
impact on the performance. The Linux SGX SDK does not have this 128MB restriction. So the program need not
have to process data in chunks. The catch is that the performance degrades with the amount of memory allotted for
an enclave. It is an interesting direction for future research to explore the performance impact for memory intensive
programs.

5 Summary and Future work
In this work, we presented a construction of functional encryption in an oracle assisted model of computation, where
the decryption nodes are also equipped with a secure hardware component. We proved the security of our construction
under the simulation-based security notion. Our experimental results show that our construction is very practical for
the real-world applications.

12Only a limited set of libraries are available inside SGX. And, that does not include extensive crypto libraries like OpenSSL.
13We measured it by calling a function which has the same arguments but does nothing.
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A very important future work is to develop efficient oblivious algorithms resistant to side-channel attacks. It will
also be interesting to design oblivious programs that conform to the 4KB page granularity in memory access pattern
leaks. On the other hand, from a theoretical perspective, it will also be interesting to develop a security model to
formally quantify the access pattern and other side-channel leaks by making the FE simulator also take the side-
channel information as input.
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